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Empowerment Technologies, a new subject introduced in Senior High School, 

possesses some real fear for students like. As I was dealing with it, I consider it as a 

struggle in general. The tasks given unto us were series. After an activity or a project, 

another one would be given. As a result, it took much of my time, effort, and energy. I 

was also frustrated at some point due to unending projects and as we were also 

bombarded with lots of projects on the other subject given spontaneously to be passed 

at the same time. However, I came to realize that this subject is very significant in my 

life not just as a growing student but also as a citizen aspiring to become one of the 

stable professionals someday. This subject has taught me various lessons such as 

media, information and computer literacy, utilization of technologies and the like. I have 

also learned the values of discipline, determination, and time management. Actually, I 

am not skillful enough in terms of computer stuffs that’s why this subject really tested 

my skills and patience to improve and become better. I see at a challenge that has to be 

surpassed and not as a hindrance. I give it an overall good impression as it has made 

me understood and realized the essence of facing fears and dealing the struggles to 

overcome them.  

 

This subject came to answer some of my questions in mind before. I was thinking 

before how do people create content in the internet such as news and blogs. And 

through this subject, I discovered how to create or post blogs and advocacy with the use 

of internet. I found it very interesting but at the same time challenging as your skill as a 

writer would be tested and internet has a lot of restrictions. Moreover, I also discovered 

that I am capable of standing in front of other people specifically to the kids and I 

acquire the ability to lead and impart knowledge and lessons to the younger students 

about our chosen advocacy. As days pass by, problems naturally occur. One of the 

problems include lack of initiative and ability of my groupmates to exert much effort to 

help in our group tasks. Procrastination within us also adds up to my pressure and 

stress as our teacher demands for a very good outcome.  

 

Some of the challenging moments I have encountered is when we were tasked to 

create a blog. I can say that it was the most challenging for me because I find it hard 

since I am not really fond into reading and making blogs. I also struggled in terms of 

resources since I do not own a laptop and our internet is too slow so it made me hard to 

create one. My group expected a good outcome for the blog but due to poor 

communication personally and in messenger, I think we were unable to meet our own 



expectations and the standards of our teacher.  On the other hand, I made it possible to 

create a blog with the help of my brother that has the experience of creating contents in 

the internet. I also researched information to help solve those struggles. 

 

The most important thing I learned personally is not to be lazy. If you can do it now, 

don’t wait for tomorrow. Because  you will not know what tomorrow will bring. I also 

learned the importance of time management through inculcating discipline. I realized 

that we must prioritize things and learn to capitalize on strengths and overcome 

weaknesses since we all have a God given wisdom. These lessons will be applied in 

real life situations in order for people to become productive because we won’t be able to 

achieve our own goals in life if we will continue the practice of indolence. Thus, we need 

to work hard and give it our best shot in every circumstance to reach the desired goals 

and the fruit of success. 

 

 


